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Chapter1 Introduction
In this chapter, the background of this research, the basic of the repository-
based agent framework and the overview of this research will be discussed. The
organization of this thesis will be described at last.
1.1 Background
Agent Technology
In the past few years, agent technology has been proved very eective for
the development of distributed and complicated systems and there have been
more and more software projects involve multi-agent technology. To support
the development of multi-agent system (MAS), a number of agent-oriented
methodologies and/or frameworks have been proposed. Nevertheless, the diculty
of development is still the big problem of multi-agent system. At the programming
unit level, a software agent is much more complicated than a software object
according to the characters of agent such as autonomous, reactivity and social
ability. That point means the developers who are familiar with the Object-
Oriented Programming would nd very hard to get used to the development of
agent system in a short time. In the other hand, at the system level, multi-agent
1
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system is usually applied into very complicated application domain which make it
even dicult to develop.
Repository-based Agent Framework
Decision Making 
System
ADIPS/DASH Framework
Figure 1.1: Basic Model of Agent
To improve that situation, repository-based agent framework (ADIPS/DASH)[1]
has been proposed. Figure 1.1 gives the basic model of agent and ADIPS/DASH
framework. As a development framework designed just for agent, DASH just
contains the essence functions of software agents. That keeps DASH simple and
easy to learn and to use. Append to the simplicity, DASH also provides the
repository mechanism to support the reuse of software components. Using the
2
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repository mechanism practically, developers can reuse software agent and other
software component eectively to avoid waste of time and resources spend on the
re-implementation of the existing software components.
1.2 Case Study: Comparison of Multi-Agent System De-
velopment in DASH and other Framework
To compare DASH and the other agent frameworks, we took a small case study
with DASH and JADE[3], a popular Java-based agent framework. A multi-
agent web service composing system[2] has been taken as an example in the case
study. The system could receive web service requirements from users and choose
appropriate web services. By composing the chosen web services, the example
system would provide the web services user required. Dierent kinds of agents
are there in the system and as an example, let us consider the broker agents. A
broker agent in the system is an agent that holds the knowledge about a specic
web service. The information of the web service could be retrieved by querying to
the broker agent. And the broker agent also could invoke the web service depend
on the requirement received from other agents or users and send bank the result
of the invocation. The broker agents are the basic but important part of the web
service composing system. The diculty and the amount of coding work of the
broker agents would decide the diculty of the whole system implementation.
The code snippets of broker agents which are implemented in DASH and JADE
are shown in Figure 1.2. As we can see the dierences are pretty obvious. In
JADE, as a Java-based agent framework, all the agents are implemented in Java,
3
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Same function 
( receiving message )
JADE DASH
Knowledge represented by rules
Knowledge represented by Java objects (event listener)
Figure 1.2: Comparison of JADE and DASH
including the knowledge that agents hold. Agents as Java objects would have rich
functions, but remain complicated due to all the knowledge are represented by Java
object and method such as event listener. In the other hand, DASH agents are
implemented by DASH agent programming language which is designed for agent
programming with the essence of a software agents. With DASH, agent could be
implemented very simple and eectively. A reasoning engine is contained in every
DASH agent by default to keep the knowledge of the agent could be represented by
simple reasoning rules. In result to the same agent functions, a DASH agent could
be more simple than a JADE agent in programming codes. As shown in Figure
1.2, for the same function of response to a cfp (call-for-propose) message, the codes
of DASH agent is more simpler than the ones of JADE agent. The comparison
of codes are surrounded by the red lines in the gure which we can clearly see.
The whole comparisons of the status of development processes are shown in Table
1.1. Average lines of codes for one agent and the time spent in developing are
compared. From the results we can obviously see that for the system like the one
4
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mentioned, developing in DASH is much more easier and faster than in JADE.
DASH JADE
Average lines of codes for one agent 67 lines 426 lines
Time spent on developing about 20 hours about 80 hours
Table 1.1: Comparisons of the status of development processes
1.3 Multi-Agent System Development Support Mecha-
nism of DASH
Not only the simple DASH agent programming language, but also to support
multi-agent system development, DASH provide the repository to support software
reuse. And the mechanism called "Rule Set" is introduced into DASH to improve
the software reuse at rule level with the repository.
Agent A
Rule x
Rule y
.
.
.
Agent B
Rule x
Rule z
.
.
.
Agent C
Rule x
Rule w
.
.
.
Rule Template T
Rule x
Rule Template T
Rule x
Import
 
Software reuse at rule level
Requiring high skills and experiences of DASH agent programming.
Difficult for the beginners.
Rule Set T Rule Set T
Import a rule set to 
a agent to use the 
rules in the rule set 
without implement 
those rules.
Collect well-used 
rules into a rule set 
for future reuse.
Figure 1.3: Software reuse at rule level in DASH
A rule set is a reusable rule library for agents while agent designers could collect
5
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well-used rules into a rule set for future reuse. As the example shown in Figure
1.3, Agent A and Agent B contain a same Rule X, which could be collected into
a Rule Set T. And for an other Agent C, developer can just import the Rule Set
T to use the rules in it without implement them. With the rule level software
reuse of the rule set mechanism, developers of agents could reuse the existing rule
codes to develop new agents. But those rule level reuse require very high skills
and experiences of DASH agent programming and dicult for the non-expert
developers. That problem will be addressed to in this research.
1.4 Overview of This Research
Research Purpose
This research has been done to support the multi-agent system development in
DASH.
Problem
The problem of DASH is the lack of easy-to-use, eective development method-
ology.
1. Dicult for non-expert developers
2. Heavy coding work due to the low level reusability.
6
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Proposal
To solve that problem of DASH, the proposal of cooperation protocol design
method for repository-based agent framework has been proposed and would be
described in details in the following parts of this paper.
1.5 Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, the related works about the existing multi-agent system develop-
ment methodologies and the common multi-agent system development in DASH
would be discussed. The proposed protocol design method would be described in
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains the implementation, experiment and evaluation of
this research. And the conclusion and future work would be discussed at least in
Chapter 5, respectively.
7
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In this chapter, the related works about the existing multi-agent system
development methodologies would be discussed. And the common multi-agent
system development in DASH would be described.
2.1 Existing Multi-Agent System Development Method-
ologies
There are many dierent multi-agent system development methodologies have
been proposed in order to support the development of agent systems. In
the common sense of software engineering, multi-agent system development
contains six dierent states in the whole lifecycle: Requirement Analysis, Design,
Implementation, Testing, Deployment and Maintenance. As shown in Figure 2.1,
supported development lifecycle coverages are dierent depend on dierent multi-
agent methodologies. While GAIA[4], MaSE[7], Prometheus[8] and Troops[9] are
supporting Requirement Analysis and Design phases, ADELFE[10], INGENIAS
and PASSI[13] are supporting one more phase to Implementation. However, the
other phases of Testing, Deployment and Maintenance are out of support by those
methodologies. There are also researches[11][12][13] of comparing agent-oriented
methodologies have been done. The detailed result of the comparisons from those
8
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researches could be found in Appendix A.
Requirement 
Anaylsis
Design
Implementation
Testing
Deployment
Maintenance
MAS Methodology
GAIA, MaSE, Prometheus, 
Tropos
ADELFE, INGENIAS, PASSI
Figure 2.1: Comparison on development lifecycle coverages of multi-agent system methodologies
One of the problems of those methodologies is the limitation to the specic agent
implementation frameworks. Some methodologies are requiring specic agent
natures to adapt. The simple comparison of agent nature requirements are shown
in Figure 2.2. The cells with red background are the requiring agent natures that
DASH dose not support. Those requirements make it impossible to adapt those
methodologies to DASH to support multi-agent system development. Another
problem is the lack of Implementation phase coverage of the other methodologies.
The multi-agent development in DASH could not be fully supported without the
Implementation phase supporting methodology.
9
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Methodology GAIA[4] ROADMAP[5] MESSAGE[6] MaSE[7] Prometheus[8] Tropus[9] ADELFE[10]
Requiring 
agent nature
Heterogeneous
Uses 
knowledge 
schema
Heterogeneous
Not specified 
but possibly 
heterogeneous
BDI-like agents BDI-like agents Adaptive
Requiring agent natures that DASH doesn't support.
Cannot be adopted to DASH.
Figure 2.2: Comparison on agent nature requirements of multi-agent system methodologies
2.2 Common Multi-Agent System Development in DASH
To analyze the multi-agent system development in DASH, let us consider the
common multi-agent system development behaviors of DASH. The development
of software is usually started by developers with software ideas. And the nal
products of the development activities are the running software codes. The process
from ideas to codes are often supported by software development methodologies. In
common multi-agent system development situation of DASH, developers usually
perform three dierent activities to archive the nal agent codes. Those three
activities are Knowledge Design, Protocol Design and Organization Design, as
shown in Figure 2.3, respectively. Currently, the existing multi-agent development
support function of DASH supports the software reuse at rule level and requires
high skills and experiences of DASH agent programming which is dicult for
the non-expert developers. And there is no available methodology to support
the development. Address to those problems, this research focus on the frequently
performed Protocol Design to provide support function for software reuse at design
level for both expert and non-expert developers. The details of the proposal would
10
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be described in the next chapter.
 
Designer
Ideas
Knowledge Design
Protocol Design
Organization Design
Implementation Code
Implementation
Implementation
MAS methodology
Existing MAS development 
support function: software 
reuse at rule level.
This research focus on the frequently performed Protocol Design 
to provide support function for software reuse at design level.
Figure 2.3: Multi-Agent System Development in DASH
2.3 Summary of Chapter 2
This chapter discussed the comparisons of existing multi-agent system de-
velopment methodologies on the perspectives of software engineering lifecycle
coverages and agent nature requirements. And the problems of adapting existing
methodologies to DASH has been discussed. Further more, the common multi-
agent system development in DASH has been described to introduce the research
focus of this thesis.
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Chapter3 Proposal of Cooperation
Protocol Design Method for
Repository-based Agent
Framework
In this chapter, we would discuss our proposal of cooperation design method
for repository-based agent framework in details. The proposed method would be
described below by three dierent aspects which are related closely. Figure 3.1
gives the overview of the proposal.
Codes
Ideas
? ?
Difficulty
Heavy Coding Work
Developer
Codes
Ideas Repository
Sequence 
Diagram
1  :Initiator n  :Participant
CNP_cfp (task)
CNP_refuse
CNP_propose (proposal)
CNP_accept_proposal (contract)
CNP_reject
CNP_fail
CNP_inform (result)
T
1
T
2
T
3
DASH State Diagram
[ Msg:CNP_cfp ( task ) ]init
wait_for_accept
Actions:
Interface:
+ composing_propose
Actions:
Interface:
call  CNP_compose_propose ( task ) ;
CNP_compose_propose ( task )
CNP_send_propose ( propose, timeout_after )
CNP_refuse
send Msg:CNP_propose ( propose ) ;
Alarm ( timeout_after ) ;
send Msg:CNP_refuse  ;
perform_task
Actions:
Interface:
call  CNP_perform_task ( contract ) ;
CNP_perform_task ( contract )
CNP_task_complete ( result )
CNP_task_fail
send Msg:CNP_task_complete ( result, participant ) ;
send Msg:CNP_task_fail ( participant ) ;
terminated
[ Msg:CNP__Alarm ]
[ Msg:CNP_accept ( contract ) ]
DASH State Diagram Model
Proposed Design Method
Supported
Supported Supported
Supported
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Developer
Figure 3.1: Overview of the proposal
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3.1 Protocol Template Mechanism
For practical using the repository mechanism to improve the high level software
reuse, we would like to introduce the protocol template mechanism. The protocol
templates are the communication pattern abstract to well-used agent cooperation
protocols. Developers of the protocol templates could make dierent protocol
templates for dierent cooperation protocols and submit them to the repository
to form a protocol library. The other multi-agent system developers who want
to use the functions of the protocols just need to simply import the protocol
templates they would like to use from the repository and implement the interfaces
of the templates to use them, as shown in Figure 3.2, respectively.
to implement the interfaces of it. 
Repository
Request 
Protocol
Developer A
Developer B
English 
Auction 
Protocol
Contract 
Net 
Protocol
MAS 
system
Contract 
Net 
Protocol
English 
Auction 
Protocol
Request 
Protocol
Contract 
Net 
Protocol
Figure 2. Protocol templates using repository
Support for the non-expert developers.
4.1 Protocol user (non-expert
     developer) support function.
Support for the expert developers.
3.2 Protocol design workflow for DASH
3.3 Protocol template design method
4.2 Protocol designer (expert
     developer) support function.
Figure 3.2: Protocol templates using repository
In Figure 3.2, developer A (export developer) designed and implemented three
dierent protocol templates and submitted them to the repository for future
reuse. In the other side, developer B (non-expert developer) who hopes use the
functions of a cooperation protocol just imported desired protocol template to
his multi-agent system project without re-design and re-implementation of it. To
support the expert developers, we would like to introduce protocol design workow
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for DASH, protocol template design method and supporting tools with protocol
designer (expert developer) support functions which would be described separately
in the following section 3.2, 3.3, and 4.2, respectively. While for the non-expert
developers, we also prepared supporting functions for the protocol users which
would be described in section 4.1 later.
3.2 Protocol Design Workow for DASH
The protocol design workow is the guideline and instructions for design protocol
templates. The proposed workow is described in Figure 3.3.
 
Designer
Protocol ideas
Message Design
Message Sequence 
Design
Code
(rules)
State Transaction 
Design
Message Process 
Knowledge (rules)
Decide roles
Decide sequence 
of messages
Decide message 
definitions 
( performative, 
content, etc... )
Decide states of roles 
and the transaction 
rules for states
Implementation
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
Figure 3.3: Protocol Design Workow for DASH
As shown in Figure 3.3, the protocol template design activity would be started
from the Protocol Ideas of protocol designer, where the roles of the protocol
should be decided. After that, the sequence of the messages which would be used
14
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in this protocol should be decided in the nextMessage Sequence Design phase.
Once the sequence of the messages are dened, the developer should give the detail
denitions of the messages such as the performative, content, etc... in theMessage
Design phase. And also the states of each roles of the protocol and the transition
rules between states should be decided in the State Transition Design phase
following. While all those design phase nished, the developer would implement
the designed protocol template in the phase of Message Process Knowledge
(rule) to get the nal code (rules). The proposed workow has been divided into
three dierent step as shown in Figure 3.2. Phase Message Sequence Design
andMessage Design are contained by Step 1, while State Transition Design
phase in Step 2 with the rest in Step 3. We would propose the design method
follow those design steps in the following section.
3.3 Protocol Template Design Method
In this section, we would like to describe the proposed protocol template design
method for the steps of the proposed protocol design workow which has been
introduced in last section. The products and supporting tools for each step is
listed in Table 3.1.
Step Product Tool Support
1. Role and Sequence Design Sequence Diagram General UML Design Tool
2. State Design DASH State Diagram Proposed Graphical Design Tool
3. Implementation Code (*.rset les) Code Generation Function
Table 3.1: Steps, products and supporting tools of proposed design method
The Sequence Diagram would be the product ofRole and Sequence Design
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step. And There are a number of general UML design tools to support the design
of it. While for the State Design step, DASH State Diagram should be
generated. We would introduce a graphical design tool which is designed for
this purpose to support the design of this step in section 4.2. And for the
Implementation step in which nal codes are the product, the code generation
function of the graphical design tool would denitely help the developers. We
would like to introduce each step in details in the following subsections.
3.3.1 Step 1, Role and Sequence Design
The roles and message sequences of the protocol template would be decided
by developer in this step using common UML sequence diagrams with specic
notations for the template characters. An example of Contract Net Protocol
template has been shown in Figure 3.4.
The specic nations for DASH protocol templates in the sequence diagram are
surrounded with dashed lines in Figure 3.4 which are called interface. The
interface is just like the denition of functions, which are decided by the protocol
designers in ways of the names and the parameters. The body of the interfaces
would be left blank to the protocol users to nish the inner actions to meet their
application domain specic requirements.
In the example of Contract Net Protocol template above, two dierent roles of
Initiator and Participant communicate using seven dierent kind of type messages
to archive the goals of the protocol. Five interfaces with parameters have been
also dened by the protocol developer for the protocol users to archive the
16
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14
CNP_compose_propose (task)
CNP_ perform_task (contract)
CNP_ check_propose (proposal_list)
: interfaces 1  :Initiator n  :Participant
CNP_cfp (task)
CNP_refuse
CNP_propose (proposal)
CNP_accept_proposal (contract)
CNP_reject
CNP_fail
CNP_inform (result)
T
1
T
2
T
3
CNP_ task_complete (result, participant)
CNP_task_fail (participant)
• Protocol designers decide the names 
and the parameters.
• Protocol users finish the inner actions.
Figure 3.4: Sequence Diagram
application domain specic requirements. Once the sequence diagram is dened,
the development could entry the next step of State Design which we will describe
in next subsection.
3.3.2 Step 2, State Design
For each role of the protocol template, the DASH State Diagram should be
designed in this step by the designer depend on the sequence diagram which has
been designed in the last step. The DASH State Diagram is formed by six dierent
basic components which are shown in Figure 3.5.
The DASH State Diagram would be always started from the Initiation state and
ended to the Termination state. The else states of the roles would be described
by the State part with the specic state names. The\+" in front of the state name
17
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(+) state_name
Actions:
Interface:
interface_name (parameter)
return_name (parameter)
Actions:
return_name (parameter)
Actions:
[ Msg:performative ( parameter ) ]
State Interface
Interface 
Return
Initiation
Transition
Termination
Figure 3.5: DASH State Diagram Component
decide if a new thread would be created for a particular state. And the Actions
part of the state describe the actual actions would be performed in the state. The
state would contain one optional Interface which must be dened with a name
and none or more parameters. The interface would be always invoked with the
parameters after all the actions of the state has been performed by the system.
One or more Interface Return components would be contained by an interface.
The interface return components must be dened by interface return names and
optional parameters and actions. Finally, all the states must be connected by the
Transition with the optional message labeled.
With the basic components which have been described above, developers could
easily compose them to construct complex DASH State Diagram. One example of
the Role Participant of Contract Net Protocol template has been shown in Figure
3.6.
18
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[ Msg:CNP_cfp ( task ) ]init
wait_for_accept
Actions:
Interface:
+ composing_propose
Actions:
Interface:
call  CNP_compose_propose ( task ) ;
CNP_compose_propose ( task )
CNP_send_propose ( propose, timeout_after )
CNP_refuse
send Msg:CNP_propose ( propose ) ;
Alarm ( timeout_after ) ;
send Msg:CNP_refuse  ;
perform_task
Actions:
Interface:
call  CNP_perform_task ( contract ) ;
CNP_perform_task ( contract )
CNP_task_complete ( result )
CNP_task_fail
send Msg:CNP_task_complete ( result, participant ) ;
send Msg:CNP_task_fail ( participant ) ;
terminated
[ Msg:CNP__Alarm ]
[ Msg:CNP_accept ( contract ) ]
Figure 3.6: DASH State Diagram of Role Participant of Contract Net Protocol Template
In the example there are three dierent states besides the initiation and the
termination states. The initiation state would transfer to the composing propose
state in a new created thread on receiving a message with the performative of
CNP cfp and parameter of task. The interface CNP compose propose would
be invoked in the state composing propose to give the protocol template users
chance to decide wether propose or not using interface return CNP send propose
or CNP refuse. If user chooses to refuse, the message with performative of
CNP refuse would be sent and the thread turns into termination state. While
the user chooses to propose, the message with performative of CNP propose
would be sent and an alarm would be set and the thread turns into the state
of waiting for accept. If the alarm goes time out without receiving the accepted
message, the thread goes to terminate. On receiving message with performative
of CNP accept, the thread transfers to the state of perform task to perform the
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contracted tasks by invoking the interface of CNP perform task. Finally, after
performing the tasks, the thread turns into termination.
As the example we have been explained above, the developers could use the
components to construct any kind of DASH State Diagram to describe the state
transitions of the roles of the protocol templates. Once this step has been
nished, the developer could implement the designed transitions in the next step
of Implementation which would be described in next subsection.
3.3.3 Step 3, Implementation
In this step developers should convent the designed DASH State Diagram into
DASH rule set codes. To archive that goal, we would like to introduce a meta
model of the DASH State Diagram so that the implementation activity could be
described by the mapping between models and codes. The meta model of the
DASH State Diagram has been shown in Figure 3.7.
According to the meta model, the StateDiagram class contains the State class
and the Transition class as components. And the Transition class has State class
type properties named \source" and \target" which points to the source state and
the target state of the transition. Interface class with InterfaceReturn class
in it with a component could be contained by the State class, which could also
contain Action class as components.
Using the proposed meta model, the DASH State Diagram could be modeled and
mapping to the DASH rule set codes. The mapping keeps one Transition object
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Figure 3.7: Meta Model of the DASH State Diagram
to one rule which has the conditions from the message property of the Transition
object and the name of State object of source property. The actions of the rule are
constructed by the Action properties of the target State object of the Transition
object. And example of the State Diagram-model-code mapping has been shown
in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9.
The diagram-model mapping has been shown in Figure 3.8 with the example of
the part of Contract Net Protocol template. The transition from initiation to the
composing propose state has been mapped to the transition object with the source
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[ Msg:CNP_cfp ( task ) ]
+ composing_propose
Actions:
Interface:
call  CNP_compose_propose ( task ) ;
CNP_compose_propose ( task )
CNP_send_propose ( propose, timeout_after )
CNP_refuse
send Msg:CNP_propose ( propose ) ;
Alarm ( timeout_after ) ;
send Msg:CNP_refuse  ;
message = (Msg :performative CNP_cfp :content ?task)
source
target
Transition
init
name = init
State
name = +composing_propose
action = (make (CNP_compose_propose :task ?task))
State
Figure 3.8: DASH State Diagram to Model Mapping
property which pointed to the state object with the name property of \init" and
the target property which pointed to the state object with the name property of
\composing propose".
message = (Msg :performative CNP_cfp :content ?task)
source
target
Transition
name = init
State
name = +composing_propose
action = (make (CNP_compose_propose :task ?task))
State
  (rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive_CNP_cfp_on_Init_to_Composing_Propose
    ( Msg :performative CNP_cfp :content ?task ) = ?msg
    (Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state init :max_thread ?max_thread) = ?init
    -->
    (bind ?new_thread (+ ?max_thread 1))
    (modify ?init:max_thread ?new_thread)
    (bind ?new_state ?init)
    (Modify ?new_state:thread ?new_thread)
    (bind ?state ?new_state)
    (Modify ?state:state ComposingProposal)
    (Modify ?state:partner ?msg:from)
    (Modify ?state:partner_thread ?pfrom)
    (make (CNP_compose_proposal :task ?task :state ?state))
    (remove ?msg)
  )
Figure 3.9: DASH State Diagram Model to DASH Rule Set Code Mapping
The model-code mapping has been shown in Figure 3.9 with the same example.
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The conditions of the rule would be constructed by the transition object and the
source state of it. And the action part of the rule would be constructed by the
action properties of the target state of the transition. The \+" notation in front
of the name of the state would construct the codes of creating new thread.
With the proposed diagram-model-code mapping in this step, the developers
could easily implement the designed DASH State Diagram into reusable DASH
rule set codes. Further more, we also provide the graphical design tool for the
diagram design with the function of code generation to support the development
of protocol templates which would be introduced in the next chapter.
3.4 Summary of Chapter 3
In this chapter, the proposal of cooperation protocol design method for
repository-based agent framework has been described in the perspectives of
protocol template mechanism, protocol design workow and protocol template
design method. The DASH State Diagram and the meta model of the diagram has
been proposed to help developers to design and implement the protocol template.
The supporting tools would be introduced in next chapter.
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Experiment and Evaluation
The implementations of the supporting functions of the proposed design method
would be described in this chapter. Further more, the experiment of the reduction
of the coding work and the evaluation of it would also be introduced.
4.1 Implementation 1: Protocol user (non-expert devel-
oper) support function
Purpose
This function would be used to support the non-expert developers who use the
protocol template in their works.
Method
To support the non-expert developers, the automatic code generation functions
for the implementation of protocol template interfaces should be appended to the
development environment of DASH which is called IDEA.
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Running Environment
The supporting functions should be running under the environments described
below.
 Operating System: Windows, Mac OS, Linux
 Java Virtual Machine: Version 1.5 or higher
 DASH: Version 1.9.7h
 IDEA: Version 2.0 beta
Result
The example result using the Role Participant of the Contract Net Protocol
template has been shown in Figure 4.1.
To use the non-export developer supporting function, the developer could rst
choose a protocol template to import from the \PROTOCOL" menu of the menu
bar. Then the codes which are necessary for using the chosen protocol template are
automatically generated by the function with the user instructions in the form of
comments. The only thing that developers should do is to complete the rules with
their own application simian specic actions. In the example above, 56 lines of
codes in 3 rules with 30 lines of instructions are generated by the support function.
With the support function described above, developers could easily use the
protocol templates in their own multi-agent system without heavy and confusing
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Menu Command Code Generation
1. Choose a template to import 
from “PROTOCOL” menu.
Generated codes: 56 lines in 3 rules.
Contains 30 lines of comment out manual.
2. Codes necessary for using the 
chosen protocol are generated.
3. Users complete the rules 
with their own application 
domain specific actions.
Figure 4.1: Protocol user (non-expert developer) support function
coding work. The problem of diculty for the non-expert developers has been
solved.
4.2 Implementation 2: Protocol designer (expert devel-
oper) support function
Purpose
This function would be used to support the expert developers who design
protocol templates for future reuse.
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Method
 To support the Diagram Design step of the proposed design method which
has been described in last chapter, a graphical design tool has been created.
 The automatic code generation function has been appended to the graphical
design tool to support the Implementation step of the proposed design
method.
Running Environment
The supporting functions should be running under the environments described
below.
 Operating System: Windows, Mac OS, Linux
 Java Virtual Machine: Version 1.5 or higher
 DASH: Version 1.9.7h
 IDEA: Version 2.0 beta
Result
The snap shot of the running graphical design tool has been shown in Figure 4.2
with the DASH State Diagram of Role Participant of the Contract Net Protocol
template as an example.
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Canvas
Properties Editor
Tool 
Palette
Outline 
Viewer
Figure 4.2: User interface of the graphical design tool for the DASH State Diagram design
The tabbed Canvas has been placed in the main place of the tool in which user
could design the diagram by choose dierent component from the Tool Palette
besides the canvas. At the bottom of the tool the Properties Editor could
be used to easily edit the properties of the components. Finally, the right side
Outline Viewer could give the developer a full perspective of the whole diagram.
The detailed images of Tool Palette and Properties Editor could be seen in Figure
4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Detailed images of Tool Palette and Properties Editor
Once the design of the DASH State Diagram has been nished, the developers
could use the \Generate í Dash Rule Set" menu from the popup menu of the init
component of the diagram to generate the DASH rule set codes. The menu has
been shown in Figure 4.4
Figure 4.4: \Generate í Dash Rule Set" menu
The example of output DASH rule set code le could be seen in Figure 4.5. And
the whole content of the le could be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.5: DASH rule set code le
With the graphical design tool and the code generation function which have been
described in this subsection, the developers who design the protocol templates
could easily design the DASH State Diagram and implement the DASH rule set
codes without coding works. In next section, an experiment would be performed to
verify the validity of the generated codes and to evaluate the eect of the reduction
of coding work.
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4.3 Experiment : Reduction of coding work
Purpose
This experiment would be used to verify the validity of the generated codes and
to evaluate the eect of the reduction of coding work of the proposed method and
supporting tools.
Method
 The Contract Net Protocol template had be designed and implemented using
the proposed design method and supporting tool.
 The multi-agent system of MicroGrid Controlling[14][15] which had been
designed and implemented before had been redesign and reimplemented using
the generated Contract Net Protocol template.
Running Environment
The experiment was running under the environments described below.
 Operating System: Mac OS
 Java Virtual Machine: Version 1.6
 DASH: Version 1.9.7h
 IDEA: Version 2.0 beta
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Result
Contract Net Protocol (CNP) is a well known task sharing protocol that is used
for task allocation in multi-agent systems and consists of a collection of nodes or
software agents that form the contract net. Each node on the network can, at
dierent times or for dierent tasks be a manager or a contractor.[16]Figure 4.6
gives a abstract of the Contract Net Protocol.
Initiator
Participant
Organization
1. Task announcement
2. Bid
3. Award
4. Task result
Figure 4.6: Contract Net Protocol
The DASH State Diagrams which has been designed using the proposed design
method and DASH Rule Set les which has been generated by the supporting tool
has shown in Figure 4.7.
The new implemented MicroGrid Control System using the generated protocol
templates has been running well as designed, which veried the validity of the
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Figure 4.7: DASH State Diagrams and DASH Rule Set les
generated codes. The snap of running system has been shown in Figure 4.8.
Comparing to the old implementation which were all written by developers, the
experiment implementation using the proposed design method and supporting tool
which had only small parts need to be written by developers. The example of code
comparisons has been shown in Figure 4.9.
Evaluation
To evaluate the coding work reducing eect of the proposed design method, the
comparison of lines of code between the old implementation and proposed design
method has been performed. The result of the comparison could be seen in Table
4.1.
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Figure 4.8: MicroGrid Control System using the generated protocol templates
Old implementation
All written by user
Proposed method
Only small part written by user
76 lines
11 lines
Figure 4.9: Code comparisons between old implementations and proposed method
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MGOCC Agent LOAD Agent DG Agent
Lines of codes of old implementation 298 lines 114 lines 136 lines
Lines of codes of proposed method 129 lines 58 lines 62 lines
Coding work reduction 56.7% 49.1% 54.4%
Table 4.1: The result of the comparison of lines of code between the old implementation and
proposed design method
According to the result table, about half coding work has been reduced using
the proposed design method comparing to the old implementation. The problem
of heavy coding work had been solved by the proposed design method.
4.4 Summary of Chapter 4
The implementations of the supporting functions for the proposed design method
had been introduced in this chapter. The experiment of reduction of coding
work showed the validity of the generated codes and to evaluate the eect of
the reduction of coding work of the proposed method and supporting tools. The
problems of diculty for the non-expert developer and heavy coding work had
been solved by the proposed design method.
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5.1 Conclusion
Research Purpose
This research has been done to support the multi-agent system development in
DASH.
Problem
The problem of DASH is the lack of easy-to-use, eective development method-
ology.
1. Dicult for non-expert developers
2. Heavy coding work due to the low level reusability.
Proposal
To solve that problem of DASH, the proposal of cooperation protocol design
method for repository-based agent framework has been proposed.
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Result
1. The supporting functions and the proposed design method successfully
reduced the diculty of design and implementation of protocol templates
for repository-based multi-agent framework.
2. The proposed design method eectively reduced coding work by practical
using design level software reuse.
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Appendix A
Multi-Agent System Methodologies Comparison Result Ta-
bles
Phases ROADMAP MaSE Prometheus 
System specification Detailed Medium Detailed 
Analysis  Detailed Detailed Detailed 
Architectural design Abstract, high-level  Detailed Detailed 
Detailed design Not exists 
(Architecture)  
Not exists 
(Architecture)  
Detailed (BDI 
agents) 
Figure A.1: Illustrates the scale of the details within each development phase[12]
Concept ROADMAP MaSE Prometheus 
Autonomy Medium Medium High 
Mental 
attitudes 
Uses knowledge 
schema. 
Agents do not have 
to be intelligent 
Agents are intelligent 
agents. BDI agents.  
Figure A.2: Presents the measure of agent concept that each methodology support[12]
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Criteria ROADMAP MaSE Prometheus 
Clear notation Strongly agree Strongly agree Strongly agree 
Ease of learning Strongly agree Strongly agree Agree 
Ease of use Agree Strongly agree Agree 
Adaptability Strongly agree Strongly agree Agree 
Traceability Strongly agree Agree Strongly agree 
 
Figure A.3: Shows the scale of the modeling criteria within each methodology[12]
Property ROADMAP MaSE Prometheus 
Openness High Low Medium 
Environment High Medium Medium 
Abstraction High High High
Traceability High High High
Modelling Medium High High
Complexity Low Low Medium 
Ease of use Easy, requires some Easy Complicated, 
Limitations Lack of richer notations Lack of Highly 
Language Low Medium High
Reusability High Medium Medium 
 
Figure A.4: Compares the properties of the methodologies[12]
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Phases ROADMAP MaSE Prometheus 
System 
Specification  
  Stakeholders  
Scenarios diagram 
Analysis  Environment,  
Knowledge,  
Goal, Role,  
Revised role model, 
Social model  
 Use cases, 
Goal hierarchy,  
Sequence,  
Concurrent task 
diagram 
Goal overview,  
Role, Data coupling 
diagrams 
Architectural 
Design 
Agent l, Service, 
Acquaintance model 
Agent classes, 
Conversations 
Agent acquaintance,  
System Overview  
Agent Descriptors 
Protocols 
Detailed 
Design  
  Agent’s internal 
architectures, 
Deployment 
diagram 
Process , Agent 
Overview Diagrams,  
and Capacity, 
Capability overview, 
Event, Data, and Plan 
Figure A.5: Illustrates the available activities in each development phase[12]
Methodology Application 
ROADMAP Coarse-grained computational, complex, open systems 
MaSE Heterogeneous multi agent systems 
Prometheus Intelligent (BDI) agents’ systems 
Figure A.6: Illustrates the type of the system domain that each methodology is suitable for[12]
Methodology Development Tool 
ROADMAP REBEL is a tool for building Goal Models and Role Models during the 
analysis stage.  
MaSE AgentTool, able to do printing, verification on developing system, and 
generating a skeleton code in java. 
Prometheus Prometheus Design Tool (PDT), which is able to do cross checking, saving 
diagrams as pictures, JDE (JACK Development Environment) generates 
JACK code. 
Figure A.7: Summarizes the toolkits that are available for each methodology[12]
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Figure A.8: Comparison of Concept[11]
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MaSE Prometheus Tropos
Concepts & Properties
Autonomy H/M/DK H/NA/H H/M/M
Mental attitudes L/M/H H/M/H H
Proactive H/M/H H/M/DK H
Reactive M H/M/DK H/L/DK
Concurrency H/M/H M/L/DK H/M/H
Teamwork H/M/H N/L/NA H/H/M
Protocols H M/H/M NA/M/M
Situated M/L/H H H
Clear concepts SA/A/A A/A/DA SA/A/N
Concepts A/N/SA N SDA/N/DA
overloaded
Agent-oriented SA/A/A SA SA/A/SA
Figure A.9: Comparing a methodology ’s properties, attributes, process and pragmatics.
Notation: L for Low, M for medium, H for High, DK for Don’t Know, SDA for Strongly Disagree,
DA for Disagree, NA for Not Applicable, N for Neutral, A for Agree, SA for Strongly Agree, for
no response. The rst two entries in each column are the developers of the methodology, the
third is the student. A single entry in the column indicates that all three answers agreed.[13]
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MaSE Prometheus Tropos
Concepts & Properties
Modelling & Notation
Static+Dynamic SA/A/A SA/A/A N/A/A
Syntax defined A/A/SA SA/A/A SA/N/A
Semantics A/SA/SA A SA/A/A
defined
Clear notation A SA/A/A SA/A/N
Easy to use SA/A/A A/N/A SA/A/N
Easy to learn N/N/A SA/NA/SA SA/N/A
Different views N/N/A A/A/SA SA/A/N
Language adequate & expressive SA/N/N A SA/A/N
Traceability A/SA/SA A A/N/A
Consistency SA/A/SA SA/A/A /A/DA
check
Refinement SA/A/A SA SA/A/DA
Modularity SA/A/A SA/SA/A SA/A/N
Reuse N/SA/A N/A/N /A/DA
Hierarchical modelling N/A/A SA/A/A SA/A/DA
Process
Requirements SPEH SPEH SPE
Architectural SPEH SPEH SPE
design
Detailed design SPEH SPEH SPE
Implementation SEH/SPE/S SPEH/S/n SE/SPE/SPEH
Testing & Debugging SPE/n/n SPEH/S/n n
Deployment SE/SPE/SPEH n n
Maintenance n/SPE/n n n
Pragmatics
Quality N/DA/A A/N/N DA/A/
Cost estimation /DA/SA DA/DA/N DA/N/
Management /DA/SA SDA/N/ SA/A/
decision
apps 21+ 6-20 1-5
Real apps no no no
Used by yes yes yes/no/no
non-creators
Domain specific no no yes/no/no
Scalable /N/N N/A/N N/N/
Distributed /SA/SA SA/A/N N/A/
Figure A.10: Comparing methodology ’s properties, attributes, process and pragmatics.
Notation: L for Low, M for medium, H for High, DK for Don ’t Know, SDA for Strongly
Disagree, DA for Disagree, NA for Not Applicable, N for Neutral, A for Agree, SA for Strongly
Agree, for no response. S for Stage mentioned, P for Process given, E for Examples given, H
for Heuristics given, n for none. The rst two entries in each column are the developers of the
methodology, the third is the student. A single entry in the column indicates that all three
answers agreed.[13]
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Example of Generated DASH Rule Set Code
Content of the generated le Contract Net Protocol Participant.rset:
(rule-set Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant
(property
)
(initial_facts
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :thread 0 :state init :max_thread 0)
)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive_CNP_cfp_on_Init_to_ComposingProposal
(Msg :performative CNP_cfp :content ?task :protocol_from ?pfrom) = ?msg
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state init :max_thread ?max_thread) = ?init
-->
(bind ?new_thread (+ ?max_thread 1))
(modify ?init:max_thread ?new_thread)
(bind ?new_state ?init)
(Modify ?new_state:thread ?new_thread)
(bind ?state ?new_state)
(make ?state)
(Modify ?state:state ComposingProposal)
(Modify ?state:partner ?msg:from)
(Modify ?state:partner_thread ?pfrom)
(make (CNP_compose_proposal :task ?task :state ?state))
(remove ?msg)
)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive_CNP_cfp_on_Init_to_ComposingProposal_from_user
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( Msg :performative CNP_cfp :content ?task ) = ?msg
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state init :max_thread ?max_thread) = ?init
-->
(bind ?new_thread (+ ?max_thread 1))
(modify ?init:max_thread ?new_thread)
(bind ?new_state ?init)
(Modify ?new_state:thread ?new_thread)
(bind ?state ?new_state)
(make ?state)
(Modify ?state:state ComposingProposal)
(Modify ?state:partner ?msg:from)
(make (CNP_compose_proposal :task ?task :state ?state))
(remove ?msg)
)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive_CNP_send_proposal_to_WaitingForAccept
(CNP_send_proposal :proposal ?proposal :timeout_after ?timeout_after :return_to ?interface) = ?command
(bind ?rs ?interface:state)
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state == ?rs:state :thread == ?rs:thread ) = ?state
-->
(send :performative CNP_proposal :content ?proposal :to ?state:partner :protocol_to ?state:partner_thread
:protocol_from (Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :thread ?state:thread))
(Modify ?state:state WaitingForAccept)
(alarm :after ?timeout_after :content (Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state WaitingForAccept
:thread ?state:thread))
(remove ?command)
)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive_CNP_refuse_to_Terminate
(CNP_refuse :return_to ?interface) = ?command
(bind ?rs ?interface:state)
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state == ?rs:state :thread == ?rs:thread ) = ?state
-->
(Modify ?state:state Terminate)
(remove ?command)
)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive___Alarm_on_WaitingForAccept_to_Terminate
(Msg :performative __Alarm :content (Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :thread ?athread
:state WaitingForAccept)) = ?msg
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state WaitingForAccept :thread == ?athread) = ?state
-->
(Modify ?state:state Terminate)
(remove ?msg)
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)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive_CNP_accept_on_WaitingForAccept_to_PerforimgTask
(Msg :performative CNP_accept :content ?task :protocol_to (Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant
:thread ?tthread) :protocol_from ?pfrom) = ?msg
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state WaitingForAccept :thread == ?tthread) = ?state
-->
(Modify ?state:state PerforimgTask)
(Modify ?state:partner ?msg:from)
(Modify ?state:partner_thread ?pfrom)
(make (CNP_perform_task :task ?task :state ?state))
(remove ?msg)
)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive_CNP_task_succed_to_Terminate
(CNP_task_succed :result ?result :return_to ?interface) = ?command
(bind ?rs ?interface:state)
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state == ?rs:state :thread == ?rs:thread ) = ?state
-->
(send :performative CNP_inform :content ?result :to ?state:partner :protocol_to ?state:partner_thread
:protocol_from (Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :thread ?state:thread))
(Modify ?state:state Terminate)
(remove ?command)
)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_receive_CNP_task_failed_to_Terminate
(CNP_task_failed :return_to ?interface) = ?command
(bind ?rs ?interface:state)
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state == ?rs:state :thread == ?rs:thread ) = ?state
-->
(Modify ?state:state Terminate)
(remove ?command)
)
(rule Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant_kill_terminated_thread
(Contract_Net_Protocol_Participant :state Terminate) = ?state
-->
(remove ?state)
)
)
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